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RANDOM WALKS IN NEGATIVE CURVATURE AND
BOUNDARY REPRESENTATIONS.
KEVIN BOUCHER
Abstract. In this paper we establish a version of the Margulis Roblin
equidistribution theorem’s [28] [32] for harmonic measures. As a conse-
quence a von Neumann type theorem is obtained for boundary actions
and the irreducibility of the associated quasi-regular representations [3]
is deduced.
1. Introduction
Given a non-elementary discrete group, Γ, acting properly by isometries
on a proper roughly geodesic hyperbolic space pX, dq, two main classes of
measures can be constructed on the Gromov boundary BX of pX, dq: the
harmonic measures and quasiconformal measures. Let us briefly recall these
constructions.
A measure ν on BX is called Γ-quasiconformal if Γ preserves the class of
ν and one can find C ě 1, for all g P Γ and ν-almost every ξ P BX :
C´1eδΓβpo,g
´1.o;ξq ď dg˚ν
dν
pξq ď CeδΓβpo,g´1.o;ξq
where β denote the Buseman cocycle on BX .
Given a point o P X in pX, dq, the critical exponent of Γ is defined as:
δΓ “ lim sup
r
1
r
ln |BXpo, rq X Γ.o|
It is strictly positive when Γ is non-elementary.
The Patterson-Sullivan procedure consists to take a weak limit in ProbpXY
BXq when s goes to δΓ of the sequence of probabilities:
1
Hpsq
ÿ
gPΓ
e´sdpg.o,oqδg.o
for s ą δΓ and Hpsq “
ř
gPΓ e
´sdpg.o,oq. These Patterson-Sullivan measures
are quasiconformal. Moreover these are Hausdorff measures for a visual dis-
tance on BX when Γ acts cocompactly on pX, dq [15].
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One the other hand given a probability measure, µ, with 1st moment and
support not contained in a elementary group. If pXnqn denote the random
walk on Γ starting at the identity e P Γ, the sequence of X-valued random
variables pXn.oqn converges almost surely to a random variable Z with values
in BX . The law of Z is by definition the harmonic measure on BX for the
random walk generated by µ.
The dynamical systems associated to these measures was extensively in-
vestigated these last years. Initiated by U. Bader and R. Muchnik in [28]
a particular interest grown around the quasi-regular representations associ-
ated to these systems called boundary representations. These representations
generalized the well known parabolic inductions L2pG{P q for semisimple Lie
groups G and P minimal parabolic subgroups of G. In their work the authors
proved the irreducibility of boundary representations arising from Patterson-
Sullivan measures and conjectured the following:
Conjecture [Bader-Muchnik] Let G be a locally compact group and µ
a admissible probability measure on G, the boundary representation of G on
the Poisson boundary P pG, µq is irreducible.
Using the interplay between quasiconformal and harmonic measures in
negative curvature [8] [14] we propose another approach of these questions
that morally attempt to understand boundary dynamics in terms of spectral
properties instead of geometric ones. This led us to investigate probabilistic
analogues of certain geometric phenomenons.
1.1. Harmonic equidistribution and its consequences. Let µ be a sym-
metric probability measure on Γ. The Markov operator Pµ associated to a
continuous action α : ΓˆK Ñ K of Γ on a compact space K is the positive
contraction defined on the space of continuous functions pC0pKq, }.}8q given
by:
Pµϕpξq “
ÿ
gPΓ
µpgqϕpgξq
for ϕ P C0pKq. A probability measure, ν, on K is µ-stationary if µ ˚ ν “
α˚pµb νq “ ν. Moreover the measure µ is called ν-ergodic if ν is stationary
and every Pµ-invariant function is ν-almost everywhere constant.
The principal result of this paper is the following probabilistic version of
the Margulis Roblin equidistribution theorem’s [32] [28] for stationary mea-
sures on the Gromov boundary of pX, dq:
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Theorem 1 Let ν be a probability measure on the Gromov boundary, BX,
of pX, dq. Assume µ P ProbpΓq is a 1st moment, non-elementary ν-ergodic
probability measure on Γ.
Then the following equidistribution holds:
E
µrϕpXn.ξqψpX´1n .ηqs “
ÿ
gPΓ
ϕpgξqψpg´1ηqµ˚npgq nÑ`8ÝÝÝÝÑ
ż
BX
ϕdν
ż
BX
ψdν
for all ϕ, ψ P C0pBXq continuous functions and ξ, η P BX.
Let X be a Hadamard manifold with pinched curvature. This means that
X is a complete simply connected Riemannian manifold of dimension greater
than 2 and curvature, KX , which satisfies: ´b2 ď KX ď ´a2. The Brownian
motion pBtqt on X , that is the diffusion process generated by the Laplace-
Beltrami operator on X , converges almost surely to a random variable B8
with values in the geometric boundary BX . When the action Γ on X has fi-
nite covolume W. Ballman and F. Ledrappier in [5] refined the discretization
procedure introduced by T. Lyons and D. Sullivan in [27] and earlier dis-
cussed by H. Furstenberg in [19] which allows to interpret the distribution
of B8, also called harmonic, has a stationary measure for a random walk
performed on Γ:
Theorem [Ballman, Ledrappier [5]] There exists a admissible sym-
metric probability measure on Γ with 1st moment such that the harmonic
measure of the random walk generated by µ and the distribution of the limit
random variable B8 coincide.
This result guarantees the ergodicity of the measure µ and as a direct
consequence of Theorem 1 one has:
Corollary Let X be a Hadamard manifold with pinched negative curvature
and Γ a discrete group of isometries with finite covolume. Let ν be the unique
harmonic measure on the visual boundary BX of X for the Brownian motion
pBtqt.
Then Γ carries a admissible probability measure with 1st moment, µ, such
that:
E
µrϕpXn.ξqψpX´1n .ηqs “
ÿ
gPΓ
ϕpgξqψpg´1ηqµ˚npgq nÑ`8ÝÝÝÝÑ
ż
BX
ϕdν
ż
BX
ψdν
for all continuous functions ϕ, ψ P C0pBXq and ξ, η P BX.
Back to a more general situation where pX, dq is a proper roughly geodesic
hyperbolic space. Assuming the action of Γ on pX, dq is cocompact and µ
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is finitely supported symmetric and admissible it was proved in [8] that the
harmonic measure, ν, can be interpreted as a quasiconformal measure coming
for the Green distance on Γ that satisfies hyperbolic properties. Conversely
when pX, dq is a CAT(´1) space [11] every quasiconformal measure for Γ can
be interpreted as a stationary measure for a symmetric probability measure
with 1st moment on Γ [14].
This interplay motivate the investigation on quasiconformal measures that
can be regarded as stationary measures.
A measure ν on a compact metric space pK, dq is called Ahlfors-regular if
there exist α ą 0 and C ě 1 such that:
C´1rα ď νpBpx, rqq ď Crα
for 0 ă r ă DiampKq.
Examples of such measures in our setting are given by quasiconformal mea-
sures on BX associated to discrete groups which act geometrically on pX, dq.
Considering Ahlfors-regular quasiconformal measures on BX for the action
of Γ on pX, dq, Theorem 1 together with techniques inspired by [14] [3] led
us to the following von Neumann type result for measure class preserving
actions:
Theorem 2 Let µ P ProbpΓq be a admissible finitely supported symmetric
probability on Γ and ν its harmonic measure on BX.
Denote Pn, with n ě 0, the operator defined as:
Pn “ EµrπopXnq
ΞopXnqs “
ÿ
gPΓ
πopgq
Ξopgqµ
˚npgq
where Ξo “ pπo1BX |1BXqL2 denotes the Harish-Chandra function of the bound-
ary representation πo on Γ.
Then for all ϕ, ψ P L2rBX, νs, square integrable functions on BX, the follow-
ing von Neumann type convergence holds:
pPnϕ|ψqL2 ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8
ż
BX
ϕdν
ż
BX
ψdν
In other words if P1BX denote the one dimensional projector on the con-
stant function 1BX given by:
P1BX pϕq “ pϕ|1BXq1BX
for ϕ P L2rBX, νs. The Theorem 2 corresponds to the weak convergence of
the sequence of operators pPnqn to P1BX .
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In opposite to the measure preserving situation, the vector 1BX appears to
be cyclic for the boundary representation pΓ, πo, L2rBX, νsq and a standard
argument leads to the following:
Corollary 4.1 Let µ P ProbpΓq be a admissible finitely supported symmet-
ric probability on Γ and ν its harmonic measure on BX. Then the associated
boundary representation pΓ, πo, L2rBX, νsq is irreducible.
1.2. Outlines.
In Section 2, we remind the reader standard facts about random walk on
groups as well as some part of the theory of Patterson-Sullivan on quasicon-
formal measures. Assuming no prior familiarity with this topic we propose
a relatively self-contained account of the relevant ingredients needed for the
understanding of the rest. In Section 3 we prove Theorem 1.The Section 4
is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2 which is splitted in two parts: the first
part is a reduction from matrix coefficients analysis to equidistribution, cf.
Proposition 4.5, and the second part is dedicated to the uniform boundedness
of the sequence of operators pPnqn introduced in Theorem 2 statement.
1.3. Notations and terminologies.
Usually pX, dq stands for a locally finite Gromov hyperbolic space pointed
at o P X upon which a discrete group Γ acts geometrically. An action of Γ
on pX, dq is called geometric if it is properly discontinuous and cocompact.
Except mention groups considered are assumed to be non elementary, i.e.
non-virtually cyclic.
A probability measure µ P ProbpΓq on a group Γ is called admissible if
its support generates Γ as a semi-group and symmetric if µpgq “ µpg´1q for
all g P Γ. Except mention in the rest every measures considered on Γ are
assumed to have a 1st moment, i.e. the quantity
ř
gPΓ dpg.o, oqµpgq is finite.
We will use the notations: |x|z “ dpx, zq and |g|z “ dpgz, zq for x, z P X
and g P Γ.
In order to avoid the escalation of constants coming from estimates up
to controlled additive or multiplication error terms we will use the following
conventions. Given two real valued functions, a, b, of a set Z, we write a ĺ b
if there exists C ą 0 such that apzq ď Cbpzq for all z P Z and a — b if
a ĺ b and b ĺ a. Analogously we write a À b if there exists c such that
apzq ď bpzq ` c and a « b if a À b and b À a.
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Hyperbolic spaces and compactifications.
Given pX, dq a discrete locally finite metric space, the Gromov product on X
at the basepoint o P X is defined as:
px|yqo “ 1
2
p|x|o ` |y|o ´ dpx, yqq
for x, y P X . The space pX, dq is called pδq-hyperbolic, with δ ě 0, if it
satisfies:
px|yqw ě mintpx|zqw, pz|yqwu ´ δ
for all x, y, z, w P X .
Definition 2.1. A discrete metric space pX, dq is called roughly geodesic
if there exists a constant C such that for all pair of points x, y P X , there
exists a map p : r0, T s Ñ X such that pp0q “ x, ppT q “ y and
|t´ t1| ´ C ď dppptq, ppt1qq ď |t ´ t1| ` C
for all t, t1 P r0, T s.
Note that hyperbolicity is preserved by quasi-isometries between proper
roughly geodesic spaces [9].
Given such a metric space, pX, dq, one can associate a compact space, BX ,
called Gromov boundary. Let us recall briefly a construction of this object
and its properties.
2.1.1. Hyperbolic boundaries viewed as equivalence classes of sequences.
A sequence pxnqn in X goes to infinity if limn,mpxn|xmqo Ñ `8.
The boundary BX of X can be defined as the equivalence classes on the set
of sequences which go to infinity, X8 Ă XN, endowed with the equivalence
relation:
panq „ pbnq if and only if lim
n,m
pan|bmqo Ñ8
with panqn, pbnqn P X8.
This construction does not depend on the choice of the basepoint o. The
class of the sequence pxnqn is denoted limn xn “ ξ.
Identifying stationary sequences with elements of X the Gromov product
extends to X “ X Y BX by the formula:
px|yqo “ sup
pxnq, pymq
lim inf
n,m
pxn|ymqo
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where the sup is taken over all sequences pxnqn and pymqm that represent
respectively x and y in X .
This extended product satisfies the following properties [11]:
(1) px|yqo “ 8 if and only if x, y P BX and x “ y;
(2) px|yqo ě mintpx|zqo, pz|yqou ´ 2δ for all x, y, z P X ;
(3) for all ξ, η P BX and pxnqn, pymqm with limn xn “ ξ and limm ym “ η
one has:
pξ|ηqo ´ 2δ ď lim inf
n,m
pxn|ymqo ď pξ|ηqo.
Let ε ą 0 and define the kernel:
ρε,o : X ˆX Ñ R`, ρεpx, yq “
#
e´εpx|yqo px, yq P Xˆ2z∆X
0 otherwise
where ∆X “ tpx, xq | x P Xu is the diagonal points that belong to X .
Using the Gromov product properties observe that:
(1) ρε,opx, yq “ ρε,opy, xq for all x, y P X ;
(2) ρε,opx, yq “ 0 if and only if x “ y;
(3) for all x, y, z P X :
ρε,opx, yq ď p1` ε1qmaxtρε,opx, yq, ρε,opy, zqu
with ε1 “ e2δε ´ 1.
The chains-pseudo-distance associated is defined as:
θε,opx, yq “ inft
nÿ
i“1
ρε,opxi, xi`1q | x1 “ x, . . . , xn`1 “ yu
and for ε1 ă ?2´ 1 satisfies:
p1´ 2ε1qρε,opx, yq ď θε,opx, yq ď ρε,opx, yq
for all px, yq P Xˆ2z∆X .
In particular for such choice of ε, θε,o is a distance on X. In the rest ε
1 is
assumed to be strictly lower than
?
2´ 1.
Since eε|x|o ď ρε,opx, yq for all x ‰ y in X and the induced topology on X by
θε,o is discrete.
Definition 2.2. Let pX, dq be a proper roughly geodesic hyperbolic space.
A distance d1 on boundary BX is called visual if there exist ε ą 0, λ ě 1 and
o P X such that:
λ´1ρε,opξ, ηq ď d1pξ, ηq ď λρε,opξ, ηq
for all ξ, η P BX .
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Note that the restriction of θε,o to BX is a visual metric. Its restriction is
denoted do,ε or simply do in the rest .
A proper sequence pxnqn in X is a Cauchy sequence for θε,o if and only if
lim
n,m
pxn|xmqo “ `8
and another proper sequence converges to the same boundary point for θε,o
if and only if
lim
n,m
pxn|ymqo “ `8
In other words the metric space pX, θε,oq can be seen as the completion of
pX, θε,o|Xq.
Endowed with this topologyX “ XYBX satisfies the following properties:
(1) The topological space X is compact;
(2) The embedding X ãÑ X is a homeomorphism on his image, in par-
ticular X is open in X ;
(3) for all sequence pξnqn in BX one has ξn Ñ ξ P BX if and only if
pξn|ξqo Ñ8.
2.2. Busemann compactification and strongly hyperbolic metric spaces.
Definition 2.3. A proper roughly geodesic metric space pX, dq is strongly
hyperbolic if there exists ε ą 0 such that
expp´εpx|yqwq ď expp´εpx|zqwq ` expp´εpz|yqwq
for all x, y, z, w P X .
Some remarkable consequences of the strong hyperbolicity [30] are:
(1) the Gromov product p.|.qw extends continuously to X “ X Y BX for
all w P X ;
(2) the kernel ρε,o, introduced above, is an actual metric on BX for ε
small enough.
These facts guarantee sharper conformal properties on the boundary BX .
Given a strongly hyperbolic space pX, dq, the Busemann function at ξ P BX
is well defined as:
βξpx, yq “ 2pξ|yqx ´ |y|x “ lim
zÑξ
dpz, xq ´ dpz, yq
for all x, y P X . In particular the Busemann boundary B8X and the Gromov
boundary BX coincide [13].
In the rest βξpo, xq is denoted βξpxq for all ξ P BX and x P X .
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Another important feature of the strong hyperbolicity is the metric con-
formality for the action of the group of isometries of X on BX :
do,εpgξ, gηq “ exppε
2
βξpg´1oqq exppε
2
βηpg´1oqqdo,εpξ, ηq
for all ξ, η P BX and g P IsompX, dq, where do,ε “ ρε,o.
As a consequence if ν denote the Hausdorff measure of dimension Dε on
pBX, do,εq [30], the following measure conformal relation holds:
dg˚ν
dν
pξq “ exppεDεβξpg´1oqq “ exppδΓβξpg´1oqq
for all ξ P BX and g P IsompX, dq.
Remark 2.4. The measure ν is independent of the parameter ε chosen.
Examples of strongly hyperbolic space are given by Hadamard manifolds
with pinched negative curvatures more generally CAT(´1) metric spaces
[30] and, as exposed in subsection 2.4, Green metric structures on hyperbolic
groups.
2.3. Boundary retractions.
As above pX, dq is a proper roughly geodesic hyperbolic space.
A boundary retraction is defined as a continuous map f : X Ñ BX such that
f |BX “ idBX . Such a retraction induces an isometric operator:
Ef : pC0pBXq, }.}8q Ñ pC0pXq, }.}8q, ϕ ÞÑ ϕ ˝ f
,i.e. }ϕ ˝ f}8 “ }ϕ}8 for all ϕ P C0pBXq, called boundary extension.
2.3.1. Existence of boundary retractions.
The shadow of a ball centered at x P X with radius R viewed at the basepoint
o P X is defined as:
Oopx,Rq “ tξ P BX|Dc s.t cp0q “ o, cp8q “ ξ, cpR`q XBpx,Rq ‰ Hu
where c denote a rough geodesic in X .
A shadow can equivalently be described in terms of the Gromov product as:
Oopx,Rq “ tξ P BX| pξ|xqo ě |x|o ´Ru
Note that there exists R0 ą 0 which does not depend on x P X such that for
all R ě R0, Oopx,Rq ‰ H [15].
An example of a boundary retraction can be obtained as follows:
Lemma 2.5. Let R ą 0 be a large positive constant and f : X Ñ BX such
that fpxq P Oopx,Rq for all x P X. Then f is well defined and extends to a
boundary retraction on X called linear boundary retraction.
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Proof. Since X is discrete it is enough to prove for every sequence pxnqn in
X converging to a point ξ P BX , pfpxnqqn converges to ξ.
The definition of f implies pfpxq|xqo ě |x|o ´R for all x P X . On the other
hand θε,opyn, ηq Ñ 0 if and only if pyn|ηqo Ñ `8 for any pynqn in X and
η P BX .
Thus given pxnqn with xn Ñ ξ since:
pfpxnq|ξqo ě mintpfpxnq|xnqo, pxn|ξqou ´ δ
one has θε,opfpxnq, ξq Ñ 0, in other words f can be extended toX by fpξq “ ξ
for all ξ P BX . 
In some sense every boundary retraction is of this form:
Lemma 2.6. Let f be a boundary retraction of X. Then there exists a proper
function ϕ : R` Ñ R` such that:
pfpxq|xqo ě ϕp|x|oq
for all x P X.
Proof. Let R ą 0 be a positive constant and f 1 a linear boundary retraction
such that pf 1pxq|xqo ě |x|o ´R for x P X .
Observe that:
pfpxq|xqo ě mintpf 1pxq|xqo, pfpxq|f 1pxqqou ´ δ ě ϕp|x|oq
with
ϕptq “ inf
ttuď|x|ăttu`1
rmintttu ´R, pfpxq|f 1pxqqou ´ δs
Therefore ϕ is proper iff the map x ÞÑ pfpxq|f 1pxqqo on X is proper.
A similar argument than the one used in the proof of the next lemma, based
on compactness of BX , the continuity of f and f 1 together with the fact that
these two functions are identical on the boundary guarantees the properness
of the last map. 
2.3.2. Boundary retraction and sequence of measures with accumulation at
infinity.
A sequence of probabilities on X has accumulation at infinity if for all com-
pact K Ă X one has µnpKq Ñ 0. In other words any limit of a pµnqn
subsequence is supported in BX .
Lemma 2.7. Let f be a boundary retractions and pµnqn a sequence of prob-
abilities on X with accumulation at infinity.
If f˚µn converges weakly to µ P ProbpBXq, then for every other boundary
retraction f 1, f 1˚µn converges weakly to µ.
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Proof. Let f 1 be another boundary retraction. Since Efpϕq and Ef 1pϕq are
continuous functions on the compact space X and thus uniformly continuous.
Moreover Efpϕq|BX “ Ef 1pϕq|BX “ ϕ.
Therefore given ε ą 0, there exists α ą 0 such that for all ξ P BX and
x P Bθε,opξ, αq Ă X, |Ef pϕqpxq ´ ϕpξq|, |Ef 1pϕqpxq ´ ϕpξq| ď ε4 .
Because BX is compact one can find a finite number, n, of ξi P BX , i “
1, . . . , n such that BX Ă Yni“1Bθε,opξi, αq “ U .
By construction of U Ă X , |Ef 1pϕqpxq ´ Efpϕqpxq| ď 12ε for all x P U .
Let K “ U c Ă X be the compact complement of U in X . Since µn has
accumulation at infinity, there exists n0, for all n ě n0, µnpKq ď ε4}ϕ}8 .
Together these estimates lead to:
|
ż
BX
ϕ f˚µn ´
ż
BX
ϕ f 1˚µn| ď |
ż
K
Efpϕq ´ Ef 1pϕq dµn| ` |
ż
U
Ef pϕq ´ Ef 1pϕq dµn|
ď µnpKqp}Ef 1pϕq}8 ` }Efpϕq}8q ` 1
2
εµnpUq
ď 2µnpKq}ϕ}8 ` 1
2
ε ď ε
which concludes the proof. 
In the rest a boundary retraction, f , is fixed and for all x P X we denotepx “ fpxq P BX . Moreover we extend this notation for m P ProbpXq (respec-
tively, ϕ P C0pBXq) by pm “ f˚m P ProbpBXq (respectively, pϕ “ Efpϕq P
C0pXq).
Note that for all ϕ P C0pBXq, x P X and m P ProbpXq the following identi-
ties hold: pϕpxq “ ϕppxq, pmpϕq “ mppϕq.
2.4. Random walks and hyperbolic groups.
In the first part of this subsection Γ is a general discrete group .
Given a probability µ P ProbpΓq on Γ a (left) µ-random walk on Γ is
a Markov chain with states space Γ and transition probabilities pµpg, hq “
µpg´1hq.
We call µ-random walk starting at g P Γ the unique Markov chain (up to
equivalence) with initial law δg and transition probabilities pµ.
2.4.1. Standard models of random walks.
Let pΓN˚,B, µN˚q be the probability space obtained as infinite product of
pΓ,PpΓq, µq, where B is the σ-algebra generated by cylinders. The coordinate
projectors
Hk : Γ
N˚ Ñ Γ, Hkppωiqiq “ ωk
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form a sequence of µ distributed independent random variables and a model
for random walk starting at g0 is given by X0 “ g0 and Xn “ H1 . . .Hn for
n ě 1. In other words:
PpXn`1 “ h|X0 “ h0, . . . , Xn “ gq “
#
0 if h0 ‰ g0
pµpg, hq if h0 “ g0
The canonical model for the random walk starting at g P Γ is defined as the
image of pΓN˚ , µN˚q by:
Rg : Γ
N˚ Ñ ΓN, Rgppωiqiq “
#
g for n “ 0
gH1 . . .Hnppωiqiq n ě 1
where the random position at time n, Xn, is given by the n-th coordinate
projection on Γ.
In the rest we denote Ω “ ΓN endowed with σ-algebra generated by cylinders
and the probability:
P “ Re˚µN` “ δe b
8â
n“1
µ˚n
or Pµ to insist on the µ dependence.
Remark 2.8. If pXnqn is a µ-random walk starting at e P Γ, then pgXnqn
gives a µ-random walk starting at g P Γ. Moreover the corresponding law
on Ω is given by Pg “ g˚P “ Rg˚µN` “ δg b
Â8
n“1 g˚µ
˚n where Γ acts on Ω
by the left-diagonal translation.
2.4.2. Filtrations and stopping times.
A filtration on a measurable space pΩ,Bq is an increasing sequence of sub-
σ-algebra of B, pFnqn.
In our case the canonical filtration is defined by Fn “ σpX0, . . . , Xnq for
n ě 0 where pXnqn is a µ-random walk.
Given pΩ,B, pFnqnq a measurable map T : Ω Ñ N Y t8u is called stopping
time with respect to the filtration pFnqn if tT “ nu P Fn for all n.
Together with this stopping time T is associated the stopping time σ-
algebra, FT , defined as:
FT “ tB P B |B X tT “ nu P Fn for all n ě 0u.
Assuming T is almost surely finite the µ-random position at time T is the
FT -measurable random variable given by:
XT : ΩÑ Γ, XT pωq “
#
Xnpωq if T pωq “ n
e if T pωq “ `8
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2.4.3. Fundamental transformations associated to random walks.
Given g P Γ the map Rg defined above is an isomorphism of measured spaces
with inverse R´1g ppωnqnq “ pX´1i´1Xippωnqnqqiě1.
The shift, T , on pΓN˚, µN˚q given by T ppωiqiq “ pωi`1qi is a measure pre-
serving transformation that is mixing and thus ergodic. Moreover T is in-
tertwined by Rg with the Bernoulli shift Ug on pΩ,Pgq given by Ugppωnqnq “
pgω´1ωn`1qn. Since Rg is an pT, Ugq-equivariant isomorphism of measured
spaces it preserves spectral properties and thus Ug is also ergodic and mixing
on pΩ,Pgq.
Another transformation associated to a Markov chains is theMarkov shift :
Θ : pΩ,Pgq Ñ pΩ,Pgq, Θppωnqnq Ñ pωn`1qn.
More generally, given a stopping time T one can define on tT ă `8u Ă Ω
the Markov shift at time T by:
ΘT : tT ă `8u Ă ΩÑ Ω, ,ΘT pωq “ pωT pωq`nqn
Note that unlike the Bernoulli shift these Markov transformations are not
measure preserving.
Nevertheless the so called strong Markov property holds:
Proposition (Strong Markov). Let pΩ,B, pFnqn,Pq be filtered space and ϕ
a positive measurable function. Then the following relation between random
variables holds:
Ep1tTă`8uϕ ˝ΘT |FT q “ 1tTă`8uEXT pϕq
2.4.4. Random walks and metric structures on hyperbolic groups.
A discrete group Γ is called Gromov hyperbolic if it acts geometrically on a
proper roughly geodesic δ-hyperbolic space pX, dq.
Let DpΓq be the collection of left-invariant pseudo-metrics on Γ which are
quasi-isometric to a locally finite word distance.
Since Γ acts geometrically on pX, dq, the Milnor lemma guarantees that for
any locally finite word distance, dΓ, on Γ and w P X the map:
ϕ : pΓ, dΓq Ñ pOpwq, dX|Opwqq Ă pX, dXq, g ÞÑ g.w
is a Γ-equivariant quasi-isometry. In particular the distance dX |Opwq on
Opwq »q.i Γ is hyperbolic and belongs to DpΓq. Therefore we will assume in
the rest that X “ Γ endowed with a distance d P DpΓq upon which Γ acts
by left-translations.
In order to make a distinction between Γ as a group acting on a space and Γ as
metric space we denote the last one pX, dq and fixe the basepoint o “ e P X .
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Let us introduce an important example of strong hyperbolic distances on
Γ “ X which arise from random walks called Green distance.
Let µ P ProbpΓq be a admissible symmetric probability measure on Γ and
let us consider the stopping time:
τg : ΩÑ NY t8u, τgppωqnq “ inftn|ωn “ gu.
The probability that a µ-random walk starting at g ever hits g1 is given by:
Fµpg, g1q “ Pgpτg1 ă `8q
and the associated Green distance is defined as dµpg, g1q “ ´ logFµpg, g1q.
It is enough for Γ to be finitely generated non-amenable to guarantee that
dµ is a left-invariant distance quasi-isometric to locally finite word distances
[7].
Nevertheless the rough geodesic structure which is needed to deduce the
hyperbolicity uses the Ancona criterion [2] which holds when µ is finitely
supported and Γ is hyperbolic:
Theorem (Ancona [2]). Given a non-elementary hyperbolic group Γ, the
Green distance induced by a admissible finitely supported symmetric proba-
bility on Γ is hyperbolic.
The strong hyperbolic property of such metrics was established in [30]:
Theorem (Bogdan, Spakula [30]). Given a non-elementary hyperbolic group
Γ, the Green distance induced by a admissible finitely supported symmetric
probability on Γ is strongly hyperbolic.
The strong hyperbolicity of these type of distances together with the
Patterson-Sullivan theory guarantee the conformal properties of stationary
measures associated Theorem 1.5 [8]:
dg˚ν
dν
pξq “ exppδΓβξpg´1oqq
for ξ P BX and g P IsompX, dq, where δΓ is the critical exponent of Γ.
2.4.5. Spectral gaps and random walks.
A symmetric probability measure on Γ is called non-elementary if the semi-
group generated by its support in Γ is non-elementary.
Given an symmetric non-elementary probability measure, µ, on Γ, the
spectral radius, ρpµq, is defined as:
ρpµq “ lim sup
n
µ˚npeq 1n .
It is related to the amenability of the subgroup generated its support by the
following theorem:
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Theorem (Kersten [26]). Let Γ be a finitely generated group and µ a sym-
metric probability on Γ.
Then µ has a spectral gap, i.e. ρpµq ă 1 if and only if µ is non-elementary.
Given a µ-random walk starting at e P Γ, pXnqn, for all n,m ě 0 the
following subadditive inequality holds:
|Xn`m|o ď |Xn|o ` |Xm ˝ Un|o
Using the ergodicity of the Bernoulli shift, U , the Kingman subadditive
[17] theorem guarantees the convergence almost surely and in L1pΩ,Pq of
p |Xn|o
n
qn to a constant ℓ called the drift of escape, with ℓ ą 0 whenever µ is
non-elementary [35].
Let us prove the following useful estimate:
Lemma 2.9. Let µ P ProbpΓq be a probability measure on a group Γ. Then
for all n one has:
µ˚npgq ď maxtµ˚n´1peq, µ˚npequ
for all g P Γ.
Proof. Observe that:
µ˚2npxq “
ÿ
gPΓ
µ˚npg´1g1qµ˚npg1q
ď
dÿ
gPΓ
µ˚npg´1g1q2
dÿ
gPΓ
µ˚npg1q2
ď
ÿ
gPΓ
µ˚npg1q2 “ µ˚2npeq
and
µ˚2n`1pxq “
ÿ
gPΓ
µ˚2npg´1g1qµpg1q
ď
ÿ
gPΓ
µ˚2npeqµpg1q “ µ2npeq
which imply the lemma. 
2.4.6. Random walks on Hyperbolic groups.
In addition to recalling basics about the asymptotic behavior of random
walks over hyperbolic spaces we insist on ideas present in Theorem 1 proof.
Assume Γ is a non-elementary group that acts properly by isometries on
pX, dq and µ P ProbpΓq an symmetric non-elementary probability on Γ.
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Proposition 2.10. For P-almost every ω P Ω the sequence pXnpωq.oqn in
pX, dq converges to Zpωq P BX.
Proof. It is enough to prove that for P-almost every ω P Ω, pXnpωq.oqn is a
θε,o-Cauchy sequence.
Let us consider the random variables Yn “ dpXn´1.o, Xn.oq “ |Hn|o for n ě 1.
These are real independent variables with distribution σ P ProbpR`q given
by cumulative function fσptq “ σpp´8, tsq “ Pp|X1|o ď tq for t P R.
Since µ has a first moment observe that:
EpYnq “
ż
R`
t dσptq
“
ż
R`
σpt ě aq dλpaq “
ż
R`
Pp|H1|o ě aq dλpaq
“
ż
Ω
|H1|opωqPpωq “
ÿ
gPΓ
µpgq|g.o|o
is finite and non-zero because µ is admissible.
The law of large numbers implies that for P-almost all ω P Ω, Snpωq “
1
n
řn
k“1 Ykpωq Ñ Ep|X1|oq and therefore 1nYn Ñ 0 P-almost surely.
On the other hand, since µ is non-elementary, 1
n
|Xn|o converges P-almost
surely to ℓ ą 0 and thus lim 1
n
pXn|Xn`1qopωq “ ℓ. It follows for all m ď n
large enough:
θε,opXmpωq, Xnpωqq ď
8ÿ
k“m
ρε,opXkpωq, Xk`1pωqq
ď
8ÿ
k“m
e´
1
2
ℓk Ñ 0, when n,m go to infinity
for P-almost all ω P Ω. 
Let us investigate the properties of the hitting random variable Z and
make some observations that will be useful in Theorem 1 proof.
Remark 2.11. For all k ě 0 fixed, Θk preserves essentially the set upon
which pXnqn converges to Z and as a consequence Xn ˝Θkpωq Ñ Z ˝Θkpωq.
On the other hand
pXn ˝Θkpωq|Xnpωqqo ě 1
2
p|Xn|opωq ´ |Hn`1 . . .Hn`k|opωqq
for all ω P Ω and
1
n
|Hn`1 . . .Hn`k|opωq ď 1
n
kÿ
i“1
|Hn`i|opωq
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converges to 0 when n goes to infinity and k is fixed P-almost surely by the
law of large numbers. It follows that pXn ˝Θkqn and pXnqn converge to the
same limit:
Z ˝Θkpωq “ Zpωq
for P-almost all ω P Ω. In other words the random variable Z is Markov
shift invariant.
Moreover for all ω P Ω one has Xn ˝ Θkpωq “ Xn`kpωq “ Xkpωq.X 1npωq
where X 1n “ X´1k Xn`k is a µ-distributed random walk starting at e indepen-
dent of Xk1 for all k
1 ď k.
Therefore P-almost surely:
Zpωq “ lim
n
Xn ˝Θkpωq “ Xkpωq. lim
n1
X 1npωq “ Xkpωq.Zkpωq
where Zk is independent of Xk1 for all k
1 ď k. If U denotes the Bernoulli
shift at e on Ω for k ě 0 one has:
Xn ˝ Uk “ X´1k Xn ˝Θk Ñ Zk
and since U is P-measure preserving one deduce that the sequence of random
variables: pZkqkě0 have the same law.
As a consequence if ν is the law of Z on BX the above relation implies:
νpAq “ PpZ P Aq “ PpXkZk P Aq
“
ż
Ω
1ApXkZkqpωqPpωq
“
ÿ
g
µ˚kpgq
ż
Ω
1ApgZkpωqqPpωq
“
ÿ
g
µ˚kpgqνpg´1Aq
for all measurable set A Ă BX . In other words ν is µ-stationary.
Lemma 2.12. Let ν be a diffuse probability on BX and pgnqn a proper se-
quence of elements of Γ. Assume gn˚ν converges to ν
1, then ν 1 is a Dirac
mass. Moreover if the limit probability satisfies ν 1 “ δξ then limn gn.o “ ξ.
Proof. Since pgnqn is proper, after extraction of a subsequence, one may
assume that there exist ξ˘ P BΓ such that g˘1n .oÑ ξ˘.
Let η ‰ ξ´ be a boundary point distinct from ξ´. Then pη|g´1n .oqo is a
bounded sequence and since |g´1n |o ´ pη|oqg´1n .o « pη|g´1n .oqo, it follows thatpη|oqg´1n .o “ pgnη|gn.oqo Ñ `8. In other words gnη Ñ ξ`. Because ν is
diffuse for all ϕ P C0pBXq the dominated convergence theorem implies:ż
BΓ
ϕpηq dgn˚ν “
ż
BΓzξ´
ϕpgnηq dν Ñ
ż
BΓzξ´
ϕpξ`q dν “ ϕpξ`q
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Conversely if ν 1 is Dirac mass at ξ then ξ is the only possible cluster value
of pgnqn by the previous argument. 
Proposition 2.13. Let Z be the random limit of a µ-random walk pXnqn on
Γ. The law of Z, ν, called hitting measure on BX given by:
ν “
ż
BX
δZpωqPpωq
has no atoms and is the unique µ-stationary probability on BX.
Proof. Assume ν is a µ-stationary probability on BX with an atom at ξ P BX .
Let ϕn P ℓ1pΓq for n ě 0 be the sequence of positive functions on Γ given by
ϕnpgq “ µ˚npgqνpg´1ξq. Since ν is µ-harmonic one has:ÿ
gPΓ
ϕnpgq “ νpξq ą 0
for all n ě 0.
On the other hand the support of µ generates an non-amenable subgroup of
Γ. This implies that µ˚npgq À ρpµqn with ρpµq ă 1 by Kersten theorem and
therefore pϕnqn converges pointwise to 0.
Since ϕnpgq ď upgq “ νpg´1ξq with u P ℓ1pΓq, the dominated convergence
theorem implies that
ř
g ϕnpgq Ñ 0 but
ř
g ϕnpgq “ νpξq ą 0 for all n ě 0.
This is a contradiction and ν is necessarily diffuse on BX .
Since ν is diffuse Lemma 2.12 implies that Xnp.q˚ν converges P-almost
surely to δZp.q. The martingale convergence theorem implies:ż
Ω
Xnpωq˚νPpωq Ñ
ż
Ω
δZpωqPpωq
Indeed for ϕ P C0pBXq, ϕnpωq “
ş
BX
ϕpXnpωqξqdνpξq with ω P Ω is a
bounded martingale on Ω and thus converges in L1pΩ,Pq.
One the other hand ν is µ-stationary and thus:ż
Ω
Xnpωq˚νPpωq “ µ˚n ˚ ν “ ν

3. Probabilistic Margulis-Roblin equidistribution
The next theorem is a probabilistic analogue of Roblin equidistribution
Theorem 4.1.1 of [32] (see also [28]). In this section µ denote an arbitrary
symmetric non-elementary probability measure on Γ with 1st moment.
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Theorem 1. Let ϕ1, ϕ2 P C0pBXq be two continuous functions on BX, pXnqn
a µ-random walk starting at o P X with µ as above and ν the unique µ-
stationary measure on BX.
Then the following equidistribution holds:
E
µrϕ1pzXn.oqϕ2p{X´1n .oqs “ÿϕ1pxg.oqϕ2pzg´1.oqµ˚npgq nÑ`8ÝÝÝÝÑ ż
BX
ϕ1 dν.
ż
BX
ϕ2 dν.
Moreover the boundary retraction might be chosen differently for ϕ1 and ϕ2.
Corollary 3.1. Given ϕ P C0pBXˆBXq a continuous function on BXˆBX,
the following equidistribution holds:
E
µrΦpXnξ,X´1n ηqs “
ÿ
gPΓ
Φpgξ, g´1ηqµ˚npgq nÑ`8ÝÝÝÝÑ
ż
BXˆBX
Φ dν b ν.
Proof. Observe that:
C0pBXq balg C0pBXq Ă C0pBXqpbεC0pBXq “ C0pBX ˆ BXq
where balg and pbε stand respectively for the algebraic tensor product and
the injective one [33]. If J : C0pBX ˆ BXq Ñ C0pBX ˆ BXq˚˚ denote the
topological bidual injection one has:
JrC0pBXq balg C0pBXqsw “ C0pBX ˆ BXq˚˚
where ˚w stands for the weak closer on C0pBX ˆ BXq˚˚. Using the fact
that probability measures on C0pBX ˆ BXq are contractions one deduce the
extension of Theorem 1 for arbitrary function on BX ˆ BX and choice of
boundary retractions.
Take B : Γ “ X Ñ BX given by Bpgq “ g.ξ0 for some fixed ξ0 P BX .
Since Γ acts geometrically on X , B extends to a boundary retraction on X.
The corollary follows from Theorem 1 applied to boundary retractions of this
type. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let us denote In “ Eµrϕ1p{X´1n .oqϕ2pzXn.oqs for n ě 0
and I` “ lim supn In, which is bounded above by }ϕ1}8}ϕ2}8.
It is enough to prove:
I` ď
ż
BX
ϕ1 dν.
ż
BX
ϕ2 dν
Indeed, exchanging ϕ1 for ´ϕ1 leads to:ż
BX
ϕ1dν.
ż
BX
ϕ2dν ď lim inf
n
In
and concludes the proof of Theorem 1.
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Let us start by introducing the maps:
Fn,k : ΩÑ R`, ω ÞÑ pXnpωq.o|Xn ˝Θkpωq.oqo
and
F 1n,k : ΩÑ R`, ω ÞÑ pX´1n ˝ Ukpωq.o|X´1n ˝Θkpωq.oqo
for n, k ě 0 where U and Θ denote respectively the Bernoulli and the Markov
shift on Ω.
Observe that:
|Fn,k ´ ℓ.n|
“ 1
2
|p|Xn.o|o ´ ℓ.nq ` p|Xn`k.o|o ´ ℓ.pn` kqq ´ p|Hn`1 . . .Hn`k.o|o ´ ℓ.kq|;
|F 1n,k ´ ℓ.n|
“ 1
2
|p|H´1n`k . . .H´1k`1.o|o ´ ℓ.nq ` p|X´1n`k.o|o ´ ℓ.pn` kqq ´ p|H´1k . . . H´11 .o|o ´ ℓ.kq|
for all n, k ě 0. The subadditive ergodic theorem [17] guarantees that
|Xn|o
n
Ñ ℓ pointwise and in L1pΩ,Pq where ℓ ą 0 denotes the drift of µ,
that is non-zero since the support of µ generates a non-amenable subgroup
in Γ. Moreover following Remark 2.11 the 1st moment assumption implies
that
Fn,k
n
,
F 1
n,k
n
Ñ ℓ pointwise and in L1pΩ,Pq, when k is fixed and n goes to
infinity.
On the other hand since pϕ2p{X´1n .oqqn defines a bounded sequence in
L8pΩ,Pq “ L1pΩ,Pq˚ one can assume that ϕ2p{X´1n .oq converges to some
function ϕ´8 P L8pΩ,Pq for the weak-˚ topology σpL8, L1q.
We are going to prove the following inequality:
I` ď
ż
Ω
ϕ1pZ ˝ Ukpωqqϕ´8pωqPpωq
Let us fixe k P N and ε ą 0. Using Egoroff theorem one can find B Ă Ω
with PpBq ď ε such that pFn,k
n
qn and pF
1
n,k
n
qn converge uniformly to ℓ on
A “ ΩzB. Because pϕi, i “ 1, 2, are uniformly continuous on the com-
pact X there exists η ď ε such that for all x, y P X with θo,εpx, yq ď η,
| pϕipxq ´ pϕipyq| ď ε.
Take n0 large enough such that e
´ 1
2
ℓn0 ď η and for all n ě n0,
(1) |Fn,kpωq
n
´ ℓ| ` |F
1
n,kpωq
n
´ ℓ| ď 1
2
ℓ
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for all ω P ΩzB,
|Eµrϕ1pZ ˝ Ukqpϕ2pX´1n .oqs ´ ż
Ω
ϕ1pZ ˝ Ukpωqqϕ´8pωqPpωq| ď ε
and ż
Ω
|ϕ1pZpωqq ´ pϕ1pXnpωq.oq|Ppωq ď ε.
In particular Equation 1 implies:
θo,εpXnpωq.o, Xn ˝Θkpωq.oq, θo,εpX´1n ˝ Ukpωq.o, X´1n ˝Θkpωq.oq ď η
for n ě n0 and ω P ΩzB.
For n ě n0 one has:
I`´ε ď Eµrpϕ1pX´1n`k.oqpϕ2pXn`k.oqs “ Eµrpϕ1pX´1n ˝Θkpωq.oqpϕ2pXn˝Θkpωq.oqs
Observe that:ż
Ω
pϕ1pX´1n ˝Θkpωq.oqpϕ2pXn ˝Θkpωq.oqPpωq “ ż
Ω
pϕ1pX´1n ˝ Ukpωq.oqpϕ2pXnpωq.oqPpωq
`
ż
Ω“ΩzBYB
ppϕ1pX´1n ˝Θkpωq.oq ´ pϕ1pX´1n ˝ Ukpωq.oqqpϕ2pXn ˝Θkpωq.oqPpωq
`
ż
Ω“ΩzBYB
pϕ1pX´1n ˝ Ukpωq.oqppϕ2pXn ˝Θkpωq.oq ´ pϕ2pXnpωq.oqqPpωq
ď
ż
Ω
pϕ1pX´1n ˝ Ukpωq.oqpϕ2pXnpωq.oqPpωq ` 4PpBq}ϕ1}8}ϕ2}8 ` 2εmax
i“1,2
}ϕi}8
In other words:
I` `Opεq ď
ż
Ω
pϕ1pXn ˝ Ukpωq.oqpϕ2pX´1n pωq.oqPpωq
On the other hand, using the inequality }ϕ´8}8 ď }ϕ2}8 one obtain:
|
ż
Ω
pϕ1pXn ˝ Ukpωq.oqpϕ2pX´1n pωq.oqPpωq ´ ż
Ω
ϕ1pZ ˝ Ukpωqqϕ´8pωqPpωq|
ď |
ż
Ω
pϕ1pXn ˝ Ukpωq.oqrpϕ2pX´1n pωq.oq ´ ϕ´8pωqsPpωq|
` |
ż
Ω
rϕ1pZ ˝ Ukpωqq ´ pϕ1pXn ˝ Ukpωq.oqsϕ´8pωqPpωq|
ď |
ż
Ω
pϕ1pXn ˝ Ukpωq.oqrpϕ2pX´1n pωq.oq ´ ϕ´8pωqsPpωq|
` }ϕ2}8
ż
Ω
|ϕ1pZpωqq ´ pϕ1pXnpωq.oq|Ppωq ď εp1` }ϕ2}8q
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and since ε can be chosen arbitrary small it follows that:
I` ď
ż
Ω
ϕ1pZ ˝ Ukpωqqϕ´8pωqPpωq
for all k P N.
Eventually observe that the weak convergence of pϕ2pX´1n .oqqn to ϕ´8
implies:
E
µpϕ2pX´1n .oqq Ñ
ż
Ω
ϕ´8pωqPpωq
and the symmetry of µ gives:
E
µpϕ2pX´1n .oqq “ Eµpϕ2pXn.oqq Ñ
ż
BX
ϕ2dν
This imposes: ż
Ω
ϕ´8pωqPpωq “
ż
BX
ϕ2dν
Since the Bernouilli shift U is mixing one deduce:
I` ď
ż
Ω
ϕ1pZ ˝ Ukpωqqϕ´8pωqPpωq kÑ`8ÝÝÝÝÑ
ż
BX
ϕ1dν
ż
Ω
ϕ´8pωqPpωq
“
ż
BX
ϕ1dν
ż
BX
ϕ2dν

4. A probabilistic approach of the irreducibility
Let ν be a Ahlfors-regular quasiconformal measure on BX for the action of
Γ on pX, dq. The principal example in our framework are stationary measures
on BX for finitely supported symmetric admissible probabilities on Γ. The
associated boundary representation of Γ is defined as:
πo : ΓÑ UrL2rBX, νss, πopgqϕpξq “
a
ropg´1, ξqϕpg´1ξq
where ro denotes the Radon-Nikodym derivative cocycle given by the for-
mula:
rνpg, ξq “ dg
´1
˚ ν
dν
pξq — eεDεβξpg´1.oq
with g P Γ, ξ P BX .
The Harish-Chandra function on Γ is defined as the matrix coefficient
given by:
Ξopgq “ pπopgq1BΓ|1BΓq “ }
a
ropg´1, .q}L1pBX,νq “ Ξopg´1q
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for g P Γ.
In the rest one denote:
π˜opgq “ πopgq
Ξopgq
the renormalization of the representation πo by the Harish-Chandra function
Ξo.
Let P1BX be the one dimensional projector on L
2rBX, νs given by:
P1BX pϕq “ pϕ|1BXq1BX
for ϕ P L2rBX, νs.
The principal result of this section is:
Theorem 2. Let µ P ProbpΓq be a finitely supported, symmetric probability
on Γ and ν its associated stationary measure on BX.
Denote Pn P BpL2rBX, νsq the operator defined as:
Pn “ EµrrπopXnqs “ÿ
gPΓ
πopgq
Ξopgqµ
˚npgq.
Then pPnqn defines an uniformly bounded sequence of operators which con-
verges to the one dimensional projector P1BX for the weak-* operator topology,
in other words:ÿ
gPΓ
pπopgqϕ|ψq
Ξopgq µ
˚npgq nÑ`8ÝÝÝÝÑ
ż
BX
ϕdν
ż
BX
ψdν
for all ϕ, ψ P L2rBX, νs.
Before we go to the proof of Theorem 2 let us give a direct consequence:
Corollary 4.1. Let µ P ProbpΓq be a finitely supported, symmetric probabil-
ity on Γ and ν its associated stationary measure on BX.
Then the associated boundary representation pΓ, πo, L2rBX, νsq is irreducible.
Proof. We start by proving that the vector 1BX is cyclic for pΓ, πo, L2rBX, νsq.
Indeed assume ψ P L2rBX, νs a spantπpgq1BX | g P Γu, then Proposition 4.5
implies:
E
µrpwpXnqpπ˜opXnq1BX |ψqL2s
“
ÿ
gPΓ
pwpgqpπ˜opgq1BX |ψqL2 nÑ`8ÝÝÝÝÑ ż
BX
ψpξqwpξqdνpξq
for all w P LippBX, do,εq. Using the density of Lipschitz functions together
with the fact that EµrpwpXnqpπ˜opXnq1BX |ψqL2s “ 0 for all n it follows that
ψ “ 0.
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Let V0 be a non-trivial subrepresentation of pΓ, πo, L2rBX, νsq. Then there
exists ψ P V0 such that p1BX |ψ0qL2 ‰ 0. Otherwise using the invariance of this
subrepresentation we would have that V0 is orthogonal to spantπpgq1BX | g P Γu “
L2rBX, νs.
Finally since P1BX belongs to the von Neumann algebra of πo it follows
that P1BX pψ0q “ λ01BX P V0 with λ0 ‰ 0 and therefore V0 “ L2rBX, νs. 
4.0.1. Proximal phenomenon in L2 and boundary representations.
A fundamental estimate of the Harish-Chandra is given by the following
lemma:
Lemma 4.2 ([29] [20]). Let Ξo be the Harish-Chandra function on Γ asso-
ciated to its geometric action on pX, dq. Then for all g P Γ:
Ξopgq — p1` |g.o|oqe´ 12εDε|g.o|o.
where Dε is the Hausdorff dimension of ν.
As explained in the following lemma the sequence of absolutely continuous
probabilities with respect to ν given by:
ugdν “
a
ropg´1, .q
Ξopgq dν —
eεDεpg.o|¨qo
p1` |g.o|oqdν
on pBX, νq gives an approximation of the Dirac mass in the sense:
pϕ|ugqL2 “
ż
ϕpξq e
εDεpg.o|ξqo
p1` |g.o|oq dνpξq Ñ ϕpξ0q
when g goes to ξ0.
Moreover this convergence is controlled by the length of g:
Lemma 4.3. [20] Let Ψ P LippBX ˆ BX, dq be a Lipschitz function on
BXˆBX for the ℓ1-product distance: dppξ, ηq, pξ1, η1qq “ do,εpξ, ξ1q`do,εpη, η1q
for ξ, ξ1, η, η1 P BX. Assume ε ą 0 small enough such that the Hausdorff di-
mension, Dε, of pBX, do,εq is strictly greater than 1. Then:
|pΨ|ug b ug´1qL2 ´Ψppg, qgq| ď 2λpΨqp1` |g.o|oq1{Dε
for all g P Γ, where λpΨq is the Lipschitz constant of Ψ and qg “ zg´1.o.
Proof. Using the fact :
βpo, g.o; ξq “ 2pξ|g.oqo ´ |g.o|o ĺ 2pξ|xg.oqo ´ |g.o|o
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for all g P Γ, ξ P BX together with Lemma 4.2 we deduce for any 0 ă r ă
Diam(BX):
|pΨ|ug b ug´1qL2 ´Ψppg, qgq| “ |pΨ´Ψppg, qgq|ug b ug´1qL2 |
ď λpΨq|
ż
BX
rdo,εppg, ξq ` do,εpqg, ηqsugpξqug´1pηqdνpξqdνpηq|
ĺ λpΨqr2r ` |
ż
Bc
BX
ppg;rq
do,εppg, ξq1´Dε
1` |g.o|o dνpξq| ` |
ż
Bc
BX
pqg;rq
do,εpqg, ηq1´Dε
1` |g.o|o dνpηq|s
ď 2λpΨqrr ` r
1´Dε
1` |g.o|o s
where the second inequality is obtained by the decomposition BX “ BBXpppg, qgq; rqY
BcBXpppg, qgq; rq. The lemma follows by taking r “ p1` |g.o|oq´1{Dε. 
Remark 4.4. Since ν is Ahlfors-regular and the Lebesgue differentiation
theorem guarantees the density of Lipschitz functions in L2rBX, νs.
Proposition 4.5. Given w, ϕ, ψ P LippBX, do,εq, three Lipschitz functions
on BX, the following holds:
E
µr|wpzXn.oqpπ˜opXnqϕ|ψq ´ wpzXn.oqϕp{X´1n .oq.ψpzXn.oq|s nÑ`8ÝÝÝÝÑ 0
This Proposition 4.5 together with Theorem 1 implies:
Corollary 4.6. Given any Lipschitz functions w, ϕ, ψ P LippBX, do,εq one
has:
E
µrwpzXn.oqpπ˜opXnqϕ|ψqs Ñ ż
BX
ϕdν.
ż
BX
w.ψ dν
when n goes to infinity.
Proof Proposition 4.5. Let w, ϕ, ψ P LippBX, do,εq be three Lipschitz func-
tions.
Take 0 ă s ă 1 such that ρµδsΓ ă 1, where ρµ ă 1 is the spectral radius of
µ and δΓ the growth rate of Γ.Observe that:
Pp|Xn|o ď snq “ µ˚npBXpo, snqq
ď maxtµ˚npeq, µ˚pn´1qpequ|BXpo, snq X Γ.o|
ĺ ρnµδ
sn
Γ “ pρµδsΓqn
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for all n.
On the other hand:ÿ
g; |g.o|oěsn
|wpxg.oqpπ˜opgqϕ|ψq ´ wpxg.oqϕpzg´1.oq.ψpxg.oq|µ˚npgq
“
ÿ
g; |g.o|oěsn
|wpxg.oqpπ˜opgqϕ|ψ ´ ψpxg.oq1BXq
´ wpxg.oqpϕpzg´1.oq1BX ´ ϕ|π˜pg´1q1BXq.ψpxg.oq|.µ˚npgq
ď }w}8}ϕ}8
ÿ
g; |g.o|oěsn
|pψ ´ ψpxg.oq1BX |ugq|.µ˚npgq
` }w}8}ψ}8
ÿ
g; |g.o|oěsn
|pϕpzg´1.oq1BX ´ ϕ|ug´1q|.µ˚npgq
ď }w}8 }ϕ}8λpψq ` }ψ}8λpϕqp1` snq1{Dε
The last inequality is a consequence of Lemma 4.3. It follows that:
E
µr|wpzXn.oqpπ˜opXnqϕ|ψq ´ wpzXn.oqϕp{X´1n .oq.ψpzXn.oq|s
“
ÿ
gPΓ
|wpxg.oqpπ˜opgqϕ|ψq ´ wpxg.oqϕpzg´1.oq.ψpxg.oq|µ˚npgq
ď
ÿ
g; |g.o|oěsn
|wpxg.oqpπ˜opgqϕ|ψq ´ wpxg.oqϕpzg´1.oq.ψpxg.oq|µ˚npgq
` Pp|Xn|o ď snq.}wpxg.oqpπ˜opgqϕ|ψq ´ wpxg.oqϕpzg´1.oq.ψpxg.oq}ℓ8pΓq
ĺ }w}8 }ϕ}8λpψq ` }ψ}8λpϕqp1` snq1{Dε ` pρδ
s
Γqn}w}8}ϕ}8}ψ}8
which converges to 0 when n goes to infinity. 
The last ingredient of Theorem 2 proof and thus Corollary 4.1 is the uni-
form boundedness of the family of operators tPn | n ě 0u introduced in its
statement. This is subject of the next subsection. Assuming this fact let us
conclude the proof of Theorem 2:
Proof of Theorem 2. Since pPnqn are uniformly bounded it is enough to prove
Theorem 2 for ϕ, ψ P LippBX, do,εq which span a dense subspace in L2rBX, νs.
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Observe that:
|pPnϕ|ψq ´
ż
ϕdν
ż
ψdν| “ |Eµrpπ˜opXnqϕ|ψqs ´
ż
BX
ϕdν
ż
BX
ψ dν|
ď |Eµrpπ˜opXnqϕ|ψqs ´ EµrϕpzXn.oq.ψp{X´1n .oqs|
` |EµrϕpzXn.oq.ψp{X´1n .oqs ´ ż
BX
ϕdν
ż
BX
ψ dν|
On one hand Theorem 1 guarantee that:
E
µrϕpzXn.oq.ψp{X´1n .oqs nÑ`8ÝÝÝÝÑ ż
BX
ϕdν
ż
BX
ψ dν.
On the other hand Proposition 4.5 guarantees:
E
µrpπ˜opXnqϕ|ψqs nÑ`8ÝÝÝÝÑ EµrϕpzXn.oq.ψp{X´1n .oqs|
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2. 
4.0.2. Uniform boundedness of the average sequence pPnqn. We start this
section with several technical preliminary results and conclude the uniform
boundedness in Proposition 4.10 and Corollary 4.11
Lemma 4.7. Let pBX, do,ε, νq be the Gromov boundary of pX, dq together
with ν a Dε-Ahlfors regular probability measure. Thenż
tη| pη|ξqďku
d´Dεo,ε pξ, ηqdνpηq — 1` εDε.k
for any k ě 0.
Proof. Using the Dε-Ahlfors-regularity of ν observe that:ż
tη| pη|ξqďku
d´Dεo,ε pξ, ηqdνpηq
“ 1` εDε
ż k
0
eεDεt.ν0ptpξ|.q ą tuqdt
“ 1` εDε
ż k
0
eεDεt.ν0ptdo,εpξ, .q ă e´εtuqdt
— 1` εDε
ż k
0
eεDεt.e´εDεtdt “ 1` εDεk.

Lemma 4.8. Let C ě δ ` 2 be a positive constant.
There exists C 1 ą 0, for any pair of distinct points, η0 ‰ η10, in the boundary
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BX of X with C ě pη0|η10qo ` δ ` 1 the two neighborhoods of η0 and η10 given
respectively by:
Upη0, Cq “ U “ tx P X | px|η0qo ě Cu
and
Upη10, Cq “ U 1 “ tx P X | px|η10qo ě Cu
satisfy U X U 1 “ H and for any η P BX X U , η1 P BX X U 1 the following
inequality holds:
pg.o|ξqo ď maxtpg.η|ξqo, pg.η1|ξqou ` C 1
for all g P Γ and ξ P BX.
Proof. Assume there exists x P U X U 1. Then one has:
pη0|η10qo ě mintpx|η0qo, px|η10qou ´ δ ě C ´ δ ě pη0|η10qo ` 1
which is a contradiction, thus U X U 1 “ H and in particular X “ U c Y U 1c.
Let g P Γ and assume g´1.o P U 1c. One might also assume that pg.o|ξqo ě
pg.η|g.oqo, otherwise the inequality:
pg.η|ξqo ě mintpg.η|g.oqo, pg.o|ξqou ´ δ “ pg.o|ξqo ´ δ
guarantees the second part of the lemma with C 1 “ δ.
Since dpo, g´1.oq ´ po|ηqg´1.o « pg´1.o|ηqo and g´1.o P U 1c which implies
that pg´1.o|ηqo ď C, one has:
pg.o|ξqo ´ C ď |g.o|o ´ C ď dpo, g´1.oq ´ pg´1.o|ηqo
« po|ηqg´1.o “ pg.o|g.ηqo ď pg.η|ξqo ` δ
where the last inequality is a consequence of the hyperbolic inequality:
pg.η|ξqo ě mintpg.o|g.ηqo, pg.o|ξqou ´ δ
together with our assumptions. Eventually the lemma follows by taking
C ` δ ĺ C 1 where the extra additive constant in the choice of C 1 only
depend on the geometry on pX, dq. 
Corollary 4.9. Let C ě δ ` 2 be a fixed constant. Following Lemma 4.8
notations, let C 1 and η ‰ η1 two distinct boundary points that belong respec-
tively to U and U 1.
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There exists λ ą 0 which only depends on C such that:
E
µrπ˜opXnqs1BXpξq —
ÿ
gPΓ
eεDεpg.o|ξqo
1` |g.o|o µ
˚npgq
ď λ
ÿ
gPΓ
rfpgη, ξq ` fpgη1, ξqsµ˚npgq
for all ξ P BX and n ě 0 with
f : Γˆ BX ˆ BX Ñ R`; pg, η, ξq ÞÑ d
´Dεpη, ξq
1` |g.o|o
Proof. Using Lemma 4.8 one has:
eεDεpg.o|ξqo ď eεDεrmaxtpg.η|ξqo,pg.η1|ξqou`C1s
ď eεDεC1.reεDεpg.η|ξq ` eεDεpg.η1|ξqs
— eεDεC1.rd´Dεpg.η, ξq ` d´Dεpg.η1, ξqs
for all g P Γ. It follows that:
eεDεpg.o|ξqo
1` |g.o|o ď e
εDεC
1
.rd
´Dεpg.η, ξq
1` |g.o|o `
d´Dεpg.η1, ξq
1` |g.o|o s
Averaging with respect to µ˚n proves the corollary with λ “ e2δΓC1. 
We can prove the principal ingredient of the uniform boundedness of the
sequence of operators pPnqn:
Proposition 4.10. The sequence of functions pEµrπ˜opXnqs1BXqn is uni-
formly bounded in L8pBX, νq.
Proof. Let λ ą δΓ and lnErλ´δs ď a where δΓ “ εDε denote the critical exponent
of Γ and E “ Eµreλ|X1|os, that is finite since µ is finitely supported.
Using exponential Chebyshev inequality:
eλapn`kqPp|Xn|o ě apn` kqq ď Ereλ|Xn|os
ď Ereλ|X1|osn “ En
and therefore:
eδapn`kqPp|Xn|o ě apn` kqq ď eδapn`kqe´λapn`kqEn
“ erδ´λsak`rlnE`aδ´aλsn
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It follows
Erπ˜opXnq1|Xn|oěans1BXpξq ĺ
`8ÿ
k“0
ÿ
gPΓ, apn`kqď|g|oďapn`k`1q
µ˚npgqe
εDεpg.o|ξqo
1` |g|o
ď
`8ÿ
k“0
Pp|Xn| ě apn ` kqqeεDεapn`k`1q
ď erlnE`aεDε´aλsn
ÿ
k
erδ´λsak “ e
rlnE`aεDε´aλsn
1´ erεDε´λsa
On the other hand:
Erπ˜opXnq1|Xn|oďa1ns1BXpξq “
ÿ
gPΓ, |g|oďa1n
µ˚npgqe
εDεpg.o|ξqo
1` |g|o
ď µ˚npeq
ÿ
gPΓ, |g|oďa1n
eεDεpg.o|ξqo
1` |g|o `
“ ρneδa1n “ erln ρ`εDεa1sn
with ´ ln ρ
εDε
ď a1.
Let us denote:
fk : BX ˆ BX Ñ R`; pη, ξq ÞÑ
#
d´Dεpη,ξq
1`δΓk
for pξ|ηqo ď k
exppδΓkq
1`δΓk
otherwise
for k ě 1. Note that Lemma 4.7 implies that }fkp., ξq}1 ĺ 1 for all ξ P BX
and k ě 1.
Take η, η1 P BX and U, U 1 Ă BX as in Lemma 4.8 and observe that:
Erπ˜opXnq1a1nď|Xn|oďans1BXpξq “
ÿ
gPΓ, a1nď|g|oďan
µ˚npgqe
εDεpg.o|ξqo
1` |g|o
ď 1
1` a1n
ÿ
gPΓ, a1nď|g|oďan
µ˚npgqfnpgη, ξq
` 1
1` a1n
ÿ
gPΓ, a1nď|g|oďan
µ˚npgqfnpgη1, ξq
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ď 1p1` a1nqνpUq
ÿ
gPΓ
µ˚npgq
ż
BX
fnpgη, ξqdη
` 1p1` a1nqνpU 1q
ÿ
gPΓ
µ˚npgq
ż
BX
fnpgη1, ξqdη1
ď 2 }fnp., ξq}1p1` a1nqmintνpUq, νpU 1qu
“ 2 1` anp1` a1nqmintνpUq, νpU 1qu “ 2
1` a
a1mintνpUq, νpU 1qu
The proposition follows from the uniform bounds on each of these quantities.

Corollary 4.11. Let ϕ, ψ P L2rBX, νs be two square integrable functions on
pBX, νq. Then one has:
|pEµrπ˜opXnqsϕ|ψq| ĺ }ϕ}2}ψ}2
uniformly on n. In particular the sequence of operator averages pPnqn is
uniformly bounded.
Proof. Take ϕ, ψ P L4pBX, νq and observe that:
|pEµrπ˜opXnqsϕ|ψq|2 “ |
ż
ϕpg´1ξqψpξqugpξqdξdµ˚npgq|2
ď |
ż
|ϕpg´1ξq|2ugpξqdξdµ˚npgq
ż
|ψpξq|2ugpξqdξdµ˚npgq|2
“ pEµrπ˜opXnqs1BX ||ψ|2qp|ϕ|2|Eµrπ˜opXnqs1BXq
ď }Eµrπ˜opXnqs1BX}28}ϕ}22}ψ}22
The corollary follows by density of L4pBX, νq inside of L2rBX, νs. 
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